
CPE – Writing
Revision of Part 2 - Reviews

Part 2. (optional)  Review. 

Tip 1. Your review might be of a) a book / film / play, 
b) an object / product, 
c) a place or an event

Tip 2. You need to be informative and use vocabulary specialized in the topic.

Tip 3. Use Present Simple in the description of the plot/object

Tip 4. Make sure that you answer to the specific question. 
            Don’t just give a general opinion 

Tip 5. Don’t forget: the ultimate purpose of the review is to make a recommendation

Tip 6. Make sure you follow the layout below :
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Introduction. Give practical details of the
                     subject of the review:
                     Name, Place, Time etc.

Paragraph 1: Describe the plot 

Paragraph 2: Answer to the specific
                      question of the topic

Conclusion: Your general comment &
                    recommendation.



CPE – Writing
Revision of Part 2 - Reviews

Revision REVIEW 03:

An English-language magazine called Technology Today is preparing a special edition
on technological innovations of recent years such as new gadgets, applications for
mobile phones or computer software. You decide to send in a review recommending
something that you have found useful, briefly describing what it can do, and analysing
the reasons why it has become popular. 

(ucles b1 – test 2)

WRITE your review  in 280-320 words.

Opening § : Review of a USEFUL object (?)

§ 1: Brief description of the object (?) - what it can do

§ 2: What it makes it popular

Closing § : Your recommendation

Revision REVIEW 04:
You recently attended a jobs fair organised for students in their final year at university
by a number of major international companies . You decide to write a review of the
event for your student newspaper. You should briefly describe one or two jobs which
attracted  you.  Your  review  should  also  evaluate  how  well  different  companies
marketed themselves at the jobs fair in order to attract potential employees.

(ucles b2 – test 4)

WRITE your review in 280-320 words.

Opening § : Review of a jobs fair

§ 1: describe the event in general

§ 2: describe two particular jobs

Closing § : A comment on how well the companies present their jobs
                  + Recommendation on the whole event
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